The following is a modification of the first four sections of a paper with the same title published in the Anais da Academia Brasileira de Ciencias (volume 36, 245-259 (1964) ), referred to herein as M [O] . The aim is to clarify the hypotheses of the original paper. The principal results are Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Proofs of these theorems are found in § §5-10 of M [0] . Parts II and III are in M [O] . The reader should delete § §1-4 of M [O] .
1. Introduction.-Let M be a compact connected differentiable n-manifold, n > 1, provided with a Riemannian metric. Let f be a nondegenerate function on M. We suppose that all mappings in this paper are of class Ca.
It has long been recognized that it is possible to raise or lower a critical value of f at a nondegenerate critical point z without altering z as a critical point or its index. It is the object of this paper to Let Q be the set of critical points of f and 0 be the origin in En.
The following lemma is a consequence of Lemma 6.1 of reference 1. LEMMA 2.1. There exists a Riemannian metric 6R on M and a positive constant a so small that the following is true.
Corresponding to each critical point z £ Q there exists an isometric presentation 3. f-Arcs on M.-An f-arc on M -Q is by definition a regular arc which is never tangent to a level manifold of f. An f-arc which is orthogonal to the 15A THEMATICS: M. MORSE level manifolds of f will be termed an ortho-f-arc. We suppose f-ares to be fparameterized, that is, given regular representations t -I x(t) such that t = f(x(t)).
We shall admit families H off-arcs on M -Q which satisfy the following conditions. See references 2 and 4.
I. In terms of the coordinates x E U of an admissible presentation (F: U,X) of a coordinate domain X of M -Q, the f-arcs of H shall be maximally extended solutions of differential equations dxt -Z(I)(x) (i = 1, ... , n) With each critical point z with index k > 0 we shall associate a "descending" k-bowl, B-(z,k), and with each critical point z of index k < n an "ascending" (n -k)-bowl, B+(z,n -k), as follows.
Definition 3.1: If k > 0, B-(z,k) shall be the differentiable k-submanifold of M, formed by the union of z and the H-arcs g which have z as "upper" limiting point as p C g tends to z with f(p) increasing.
If k < n, B+(z,n -k) shall be the differentiable (n -k)-submanifold of M, formed by the union of z and the H-arcs g which have z as a "lower" limiting end point, as p C g tends to z with f(p) decreasing.
We term z the pole of B-(z,k) and of B+(z,n -k). The scope of our principal theorem is greatly enlarged by the admission of f-arcs in place of ortho-f-arcs, as is evidenced by the following lemma. See Lemma 2.1 of reference 2. LEMMA 3.1. For proper choice of the family H of H-arcs, a descending k-bowl and an ascending r-bowl for which r + k < n do not intersect unless n + k = n and the intersection is a pole common to the two bowls. 1 Morse, M., "The existence of polar nondegenerate functions on differentiable manifolds," Ann. Math., 71, 352-363 (1960) .
2 Morse, M., "Bowls of a nondegenerate function on a compact differentiable manifold," in Differentiable and Combinatorial Topology (Princeton University Press, 1965) .
3 Morse, M., "Quadratic forms 0 and 0-fibre-bundles," Ann. Math., 81, 303-340 (1965) . 4 Morse, M., "The elimination of critical points of a non-degenerate function on a differentiable manifold," J. d'Analyse Math., 13,257-316(1964) . 5Smale, S., "The generalized Poincar6 conjecture in higher dimensions," Bull. Am. Math. Soc., 66, 373-375 (1960) .
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